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Reour phone conversation, Ned Spicer will be at Rohwer until
approximately October 10, after which time he will return to Washington.
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A manpower survey made V the analyst disclose* that there are 2600 full time 
laborers, 460 light workers, 722 homemakers, 3418 students and ^ro-school children, and 384 unemploynbiea. Many of the full time workers are either too 
old or already employed in hard labor.

There ixt* more ^ssei and Women in tho center than other groups and the number 
are increasing as the younger leave. The center is rr/.e up of very young and 
very old people, and women. 40$ are under 19, and 15$ are over 60. There are 
several “old bachelors’ blocks*. The neonle cone from Stockton area and from 
Los Angeles area. Those from ’Stockton are mainly farmers, transient laborers, 
tenants, and sharecroppers. They ?.r# not a wealthy group. Those from 3. A. 
Assembly Center rm nor© urban, some 'nd businesses but oven among thorn nany 
were farmers on the outskirts of Los Angeles. The occupational distribution is: 
60$ farmern, wholesalers and vegetable merchants (nuny were farmers originally), 
unskilled laborers, skilled laborers and 1.3'' professionals.

^p}^?:tion. The manpower problem is especially serious in Rohwer. They are 
worried about recruiting labor to cut wood for the winter. There aren’t enough 
able bodied men, many who have relocated are worried about their families 
receiving enough warmth this winter because of their ’-nowledge of thio labor 
shortage. Those men at the project don t want to cut for all families. 
They feel they will care for their own only and let the others worry, «o 
community coirit is observed among them.

The relations on an official level am 
There is no organised opposition to the c.dainistmtion; the project 

director is always approachable and well liked by tho evacuees, 
prestige and authority to evacuee bodied and make® them feel responsible.
The Block Managers too are elected in this center. There has been very little 
turn-over in personnel as witnessed in the other centers. The social relations 
between the two groups though not always cordial • ‘.re not strained. The evacuees 
are ‘’tolerated”. The a.w.’c fall into two groups: Those from South Arkansas 
(loc?l people) who dislike evacuees and refuse to have social relations with theft 
but will deal with tho evacuees on an objective professional level and got along 
very well; and the non* South Arkansan who fraternises with the evacuees but 
feels somewhat restrained by the first group. Some of the s.p.’s are especially 
critical of the member® of the Com. Management division staff who are more 
liberal and likely to fraternise with the evacuees.
••elation? with Out aide Communities, I. MeOhea. Thn ^vacueea get along well in 
this community and no trouble has ever arisen. 2. Dermott. V^ry pnor relations 
in Dermott, merchant? refuse to wait on evacuees and the towspeowle are tm- 
friendly. It is possible that the many Chinese merchants in Dermott influence 
this attitude. 3. Little i(ock—relations are rood here.
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The evacuees have a great fear of being considered ’•niggers"

-R^lo ration.
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The Jerome people (PEOO) have thus far remained aloof from ^ohwer 
Many are Interested only in settling their families and then rolo-
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Handly Relocation Connsoling. This center has not ynt developed a project- 
vide interviewing program to reach every family, I»ack of personnel, equipment 
and space are the reasons given for the delay in the program. Instead the 
Welfare section is doing selective relocation interviewing of families who cone 
on their own initiative and those who sre relocating* "ven this limited service 
cannot be given to all. Minors wishing to relocate to cities in which they have 
bo relatives are counseled.

Block Solidarity continues and is increnning. Funerals are block matters, 
recreation is planned on a block basis. Tho. Block Manager’s role is very 
imuortant. He is the sociological father of the block, has much urestige 
especially with the young people, ’-hiring the closing of Jerome there was nuch 
conflict nbout housing arrangements. Although Tronic were content to move 
within the block tn make room for the Jerome people, they resisted moving into 
other blocks.

Relocation. Relocation is increasing. Prom 80-100 per week are leaving 
(during the pant months). Most people are taking Trial Indefinite leaves, 
•specially the Issei. The Nisei continue to take Indefinite leaves. Previously 
the Issei took Seasonal leaves. 0-e can expect a number of the Issei to return 
to the center at the end of the Trial period (around. January). Many of the 
Jerome peonle arc leaving and this is a factor in the increased relocation. 
Many had not relocated before wishing first to settle their families in the new 
center befofe leaving ....The Relocation Commission in thlr center is very 
active.

Relocation is increasing. However, the bulk of the relocatees 
are Jerominns. The Issel are taking Trial Indefinite leaves while the Hisel 
still prefer Indefinite Leave. Family relocation has not increased much. 
Although ?. large number of families are having their head relocate, they ore 
not calling out other members of the family.

Evacuee Attitudes. The evacuees have a groat fear of being considered ’•niggers11 
Actually, they n.re in an Intermediate caste position.
liwiuni t.v^k.rgH.nition,._and. Att Itufles. ;’or the first six months ths evacuees 
wero united e/ralnst the administration because of the Injustices of the svno 
at ion. This was followed by a year characterized by factionalism, ^any troubles 
occurred among the evacuees; there was a split in the co-operative, councils 
changed personnel constantly etc. About 6 months ago the trend toward community 
solidarity was -gdn noted, but this tims it was not concerned with The 
attitude of "nothing really matters" vr.s prevalent everywhere. Now people are 
beginning to Individualise more than in the past. Young Rise! are becoming 
dissatisfied, feel they wish to leave the center before he war is over.
Many are leaving parents behind rnd refusing to support them. The older people 
on the othor h^nd are thinking in terms of remaining at the center permanently 
or planning colonial resettlement. Many would, prefer the center as they do not 
wish to work an herd as they did before evacuation. They like thn center 
environment, ^t in attractive, they h&ve beautified it and are content with it.
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Tter»dershi-n, and status ’’hen people first came to Hohwer they were divided along 
Assembly center lines. Santa Anita versus Stockton was the order of the dry. 
At present there are two groups in Hohwer, 1. the former leaders, wealthy 
business non and farm owners. They rro known to everyone. the peonle Mhn 
had no status before the evacuation and who now nook leadership positions. 
The group 1 people resent than.
Colonisation. Thera is still a gr^at deal of pressure among the older neorle 
for group relocation and colonization. Sone of the schemes nroposed are un
realistic and grandiose. Demands for government financing :.*p to even $1000,000 
have been proponed. It is necessary to sit down with the groups making these 
proposals and discuse the various aspects with them to heir them sec the 
impossibility of the scheme.


